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Beloved Heavenly Father! Today is
July 1, 1991. We understand that
the year 1991 is the very last
crucial moment in the
dispensational transition period.
From the very first day of this year
until the end of June, we have
persevered through many
complications and difficulties, and
are now finally entering the month
of July. Now that the first half of
1991 has passed, we understand
that the second half of this year is
the time in your providential
history when we can reach the
summit of new hope to enter the
world of freedom and peace in
Your kingdom.
Now, the resentments caused by the
North-South division of the Korean
peninsula and all the suffering and
struggle brought about by EastWest complications have all been
dissolved by the True Parents. All
historical conflicts sown by the
false parents have been victoriously
overcome by the True Parents, and
the era has arrived in which the
communist and free worlds, and
North and South Korea, can unify.
Heavenly Father! Thank you for
allowing me to perform the
Declaration Ceremony of God's
Eternal Blessing on this day,
bringing to a culmination the sacrificial effort You have offered, together with everything representing
Your providential history, and thus celebrate together this day of victory, liberation and glory.
The overall meaning of providential history dictates that without having fulfilled the mission of tribal
messiah, one's family and nation cannot be connected to the providence. We are so grateful to be able to
welcome this day on which we can declare ourselves to be tribal messiahs. We are truly grateful that as of
this day we are free to proclaim ourselves as the kindred of the True Parents.

We are thankful that you protected each of our courses of faith up to this point, and that as of this day,
July 1, 1991; we are finally able to eliminate the grievous course of historical indemnity. We are aware
that now is the time of declaration to reclaim the liberated world of original nature. This world will
emerge when the left and right wings unite and when North and South Korea, plus the religious realm and
the political realm inherit right of kingship in the parental realm, attending the Creator God and the
horizontal True Parents who are the original parents.
We should not stop there, however; centering upon the true love of original nature, we should fulfill the
obligations of true love, which is the center for the individual, family, tribe, people, nation, and the whole
universe. We understand that by so doing, we must become the foundation for the families living on earth
who are the representatives of Your kingdom as originally intended. This is the absolute purpose and goal
following the one absolute direction. In order to bring this to pass, we have been issued the order to
advance and carry out this solemn task, which means breaking through in the local neighborhood
activities (tong-ban gyeokpa).
With this in mind as the final destination, all of us should realize that from the first of July we are entering
a new era of world history when we should march forward in full force to save our families and our tribes.
Moreover, I have designated this day, the first day of July, to be the one on which we can apply and
declare ourselves to be tribal messiahs across the world. All those who have applied to become tribal
messiahs should not look to one side or look back, but, rather, follow the destiny You have given them
directly and fulfill their missions as Blessed Families. This is to first restore and establish in their families
the standards of the right of the eldest son, right of the parent and right of kingship that were lost by
Adam and Eve, and then firmly establish a victorious legacy that no one, not even Satan, can affect in any
way. Please help us to never forget that such is the mission given for each Blessed Family to fulfill.
In Your presence, there is no free world or communist world, no South or North, and no Satan. I declare
in the name of the True Parents to both the spiritual and the physical worlds that all the works of evil will
be cleared away and buried forever alongside fallen history, and that Your victorious and liberated
kingdom will be established on earth. I therefore beseech You to let us become a shield for all generations
to come. I proclaim this in the name of the True Parents at this time on this day of the first of July! Amen!
I proclaim this in the name of the True Parents! Amen! I proclaim this in the name of the True Parents!
Amen! Amen! Amen!

